
Channel Masks

1) Open the tree image.  

2) Look at each channel (red, green and blue) by using the keyboard shortcut 
Command 3, 4, and 5 to look ad each one of these channels.  Find the channel that 
has the most edge contrast. Duplicate this channel by dragging it into the New 
Channel button and name it tree alpha.

3)   Notice there are parts of the tree trunk which are lighter than other parts of the tree. 
      They are almost as light as parts of the sky. Only the sky should be white, otherwise  
      parts of the trunk will appear transparent once the mask is applied. 

     Since the color of the bark is generally more Red than the rest of the scene, use the    
     Red channel to push back the mask. Make a copy of the Red channel, and make 
     sure that it is selected (Command 5).
 



4)  Adjust levels on the Red copy channel, Image >  Adjustments > Levels.  The idea    
here is to isolate the bark-regions which are too bright in the Blue channel. Then this 
channel will be used as a selection to darken the Tree Alpha channel. Values of 50, .
85 and 222 seemed to work well. Drag the Red copy channel onto the Load channel 
as selection button. 

     Click on the Tree Alpha channel, and then press Command+H to hide the selection. 
     To darken the bark area go to Image > Adjustments > Levels and adjust to  
     120/1.2/155. 

6) Invert the Tree Alpha channel (Command+I) so that the tree appears white, and the 
sky black.



7)  You want to make sure the sky is completely transparent (white) and the tree solid 
     (black).  To do this, press Command D to clear the last selection. Adjust levels on the 
     tree alpha channel by dragging the white input level to the left until the entire sky 
     turns white, and drag the black input slider to the right until the tree is completely 
     black. 

8) Drag the Tree Alpha channel onto the Load channel as selection button.

9)  Make a copy of the Background layer, by dragging it onto the New layer button.  
     Double click on the new layer Background copy, and rename it Tree. 

10) Click Add layer mask (  ) on the Layers palette to add the selection as a mask   
      to the Tree layer. Click Command I to inverse. Hide or Delete the original    
      Background layer.

11) Click the layer mask thumbnail on the Tree layer  
      to paint on the layer mask.  Use the Brush tool to 
      make the hillside transparent by painting black on 
      the layer mask.

12) The tree is now ready to composite into another 
       image.

This tutorial adapted from Anson Vogt


